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Array tomography (AT) is a method for mapping the expression patterns of
many proteins at high resolution in three dimensions. Using ultrathin serial tis-
sue sections, multiple cycles of immunohistochemistry, optical imaging, and
3D reconstruction, AT can map the expression of multiple proteins at sub-
micrometer resolution across large tissue volumes. Using antibodies to synaptic
proteins, AT has been used to reconstruct synaptic architecture in brain tissue,
and we have developed automated routines for counting synapses. To validate
our algorithms and immunostaining, we examined AT samples by both light
and electron microscopy in order to correlate synaptic protein immunoreac-
tivity and ultrastructure. We cut a 30-section array of 70 nm serial sections
of Lowicryl-embedded mouse hippocampus and ran two cycles of immuno-
staining and light microscopy. It was then stained with heavy metals and a sub-
region of six serial sections imaged by field-emission scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). After deconvolving, stitching, aligning and merging AT
and SEM data, we manually scanned the SEM volume and detected 98 synap-
ses, largely by the presence of electron-dense post-synaptic densities. We then
overlaid fluorescence signals from anti-PSD-95 and anti-synapsin antibodies
(Cell Signaling) and compared them to the ultrastructurally-defined synapses.
Finally, we ran light-level data through our automated synapse-detection algo-
rithm which detects the co-localization of PSD-95 and synapsin local maxima.
To determine false negatives, we examined how many SEM-identified synap-
ses were detected by the algorithm. An optimized algorithm detected 72% of
SEM-identified excitatory synapses. False-negatives were caused by failure
of either immunostaining (12%) or the algorithm (16%). To determine false
positives, we examined how many algorithm-detected synapses corresponded
to SEM-identified synapses. 81% were validated, while 19% were false-
positives often due to the close-packing of multiple synapses. We expect to
extend these analyses to other markers and algorithms.
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Within the plasma membrane, the protein caveolin-1 (cav-1) forms various
diffraction limited microdomains that have yet to been precisely characterized
in terms of structure and dynamics. Using single molecule and super-resolution
imaging techniques we study the membrane distribution and the dynamics of
caveolae and cav-1 scaffolds at the nanometer scale in both fixed and live cells.
Cav-1 knock out MEF cells were rescued with cav-1 fusions to SNAP, ptagRFP
or mCherry tags co-expressed at equimolar amounts with a cav-1-split-GFP
fusion for 3D super-resolution imaging and quantitative posttranslational mod-
ifications of individual cav-1 proteins with single molecule sensitivity. At the
plasma membrane, 3D super-resolution imaging by dSTORM and PALM re-
vealed the expected ~100 nm globular shape of caveolae as well as single layer
cav-1 domains with structures matching the expected size of cav-1 scaffolds.
We also show that, in live cells, individual cav-1 can be posttranslationally tar-
geted with synthetic peptides using split-GFP as both a targeting platform and
an optical reporter for nanometer precision modifications of cav-1 microdo-
mains. Towards a selective and high precision posttranslational destabilization
of cav-1 microdomains using the cell’s own machinery, we designed synthetic
peptides that specifically induce the ubiquitination of split-GFP via the VHL
ubiquitin pathway.
By combining structural, dynamic and perturbation studies using molecular
tools and ultrasensitive single molecule imaging techniques, we start to unveil
the molecular organization of cav-1 microdomains and their dynamic interplay
at the plasma membrane of eukaryotic cell.
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Cambridge, United Kingdom.Advanced fluorescence microscopy techniques including single-molecule and
super-resolution imaging require bright and photostable dyes that can be selec-
tively targeted to biomolecules. There is therefore an ongoing interest in the
development of improved chromophores for biology, especially ones that
absorb and emit in the near-infrared. Single fluorophore brightness is a key
parameter in localization-based super-resolution imaging techniques such as
(F)PALM, (d)STORM, or GSDIM: the brighter the emitter, the more precisely
it can be localized and the better the resolution is in the final image. Nonethe-
less, with few exceptions, most commercially available fluorophores excitable
beyond 630 nm have poor fluorescence quantum yields with values around 0.3
or lower limiting their brightness.
We introduce a simple, cost-effective, and biocompatible method to enhance
the fluorescence quantum yield of several commercially available oxazine
(ATTO655, ATTO680, ATTO700) and cyanine (Cy5, Alexa Fluor 647,
Cy5.5, Alexa Fluor 700, Cy7) fluorophores [1, 2]. We demonstrate that for
all oxazines and one cyanine, the fluorescence quantum yield more than dou-
bles in heavy water (D2O) compared to water (H2O). This increase leads to
the detection of twice as many photons per molecule and to a corresponding
improvement in the mean localization precision, which enables higher resolu-
tion in biological subdiffraction imaging. We demonstrate that super-resolution
imaging in D2O can be used to resolve diffraction-limited subcellular struc-
tures such as filopodia or microtubules and by performing quantitative morpho-
logical analysis of ligand-induced clustering of arrestin proteins upon G
protein-coupled receptor stimulation [3].
[1] S. F. Lee, Q. Ve´rolet, A. Fu¨rstenberg, Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52,
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mann, submitted.
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A long-standing question in retrovirus biology is how RNA genomes are
spatially organized within virions. Here, we explore the relative 3D spatial dis-
tribution of RNA dimers (1) within ~130-nm diameter virus-like particles
(VLPs) with single-RNA sensitivity (2) using the double-helix microscope.
The double-helix microscope, a modification of the standard epifluorescence
microscope, is capable of precise and accurate three-dimensional (3D) locali-
zation of fixed fluorescent single molecules throughout a 2 mm-thick focal vol-
ume (3). Furthermore, the use of a sophisticated registration algorithm, based
upon a locally weighted quadratic transformation function, enables accurate
co-localization of yellow and red fluorescent emitters with<10 nm registration
error in 3D (4). We routinely localize fluorescently tagged RNA coat protein-
clusters (via Bgl- andMS2-based fluorescent protein labeling) to a 3D precision
of 10-15 nm within the VLPs. By systematically varying the location of these
coat protein-clusters along the length of the RNAs, we elucidate the spatial
organization of packed RNA dimers inside these VLPs.
1. Nikolaitchik, O. A., et al. 2013. PLoS Pathog. 9, e1003249.
2. Chen, J., et al. 2009. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 106, 13535-13540.
3. Backlund, M. P., et al. 2012. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA. 109, 19087-19092.
4. Gahlmann, A., et al. 2013. Nano Lett. 13, 987-993.
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Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) due to its sensitivity of distance has
been widely used to investigate the structure and interaction of biomolecules.
Multiparameter fluorescence image spectroscopy (MFIS)1 provides particular
advantages to FRET imaging because all the parameters are monitored simul-
taneously with picosecond accuracy that allows for a comprehensive analysis
on the biological system2.
